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器端开发，应用服务器采用 IBM 的 Websphere8，数据库采用 Oracle 公司的









































 In the past decade of 21st century, the rapid development of the real estate 
industry is becoming a pillar industry of China's economy. High quality residential 
area requires both efficient and rational management so that property management 
industry came into being. However, the property has been the traditional manual 
management mode, making property management in low efficiency and poor security, 
and it has been far behind the pace of development of modern property management. 
The development of efficient and secure property management system is becoming 
our mission if information technology will be applied to property management,. 
This paper draws on the theory and technology of successful development of 
domestic and foreign property management systems, it based on the analysis of 
residential property management systems which around us, to analyze the status quo 
and existing systems which are to meet user requirements deficiencies, taking the 
practical application as the goal and taking eality residential property management as 
a model, to give the project goals and tasks. The system which is for the property 
management division providing an efficient, convenient and secure management tool. 
The article is discussing to create a technical basis of the property management 
system, analyze the system which should have the actual management functions, 
strive to achieve a way that powerful and easy. 
The system is technically designed and developed in a three-tier architecture , 
based on Java technology to complete all application server-side development, to use 
IBM's Websphere8 as application servers, Oracle's Oracle 10g as database, the system 
uses B / S design patterns, in strict accordance with Software Engineering 
development of detailed steps , the first step is systematic analysis of the functional 
requirements but non- functional, giving a detailed use case diagram; then setting 
object modeling , to give a detailed class diagram; and moreover, the system is 















overall system architecture and detailed designing; combining Oracle database related 
technologies, conducted a systematic physical and logical database data structure 
design ; Finally, the concrete realization of the system main modules , describing the 
implementation process several key and difficult technically solutions. Summary 
system deficiencies still exist and need to be resolved, and gives the future direction 
of development and some of their own insights. 
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